TimeTac - Time Tracking
Live and Post-Dated Work Time Tracking with TimeTac

TimeTac – Employee and Personnel Time Tracking
Simple to use, extensive capabilities: TimeTac is the user-friendly, web-based time tracking software for businesses and the self-employed.

Live Employee Time Tracking:
With TimeTac's live time tracking, you can see live, which tasks employees are working on. Never before has it been so easy to efficiently and precisely steer your company in the right direction!

TimeTac time tracking helps separate non-performance activities, such as smoking breaks. Timesheets only include productive tasks and actual hours worked, allowing for productivity to increase.

If desired, the software can also automatically round start and end times!

Post-Dated Time Tracking:
Post-dated time tracking in an Excel style allows you to have a clear overview of hours worked and easily enter further hours at a later date if necessary; as simple as could be. Time saving, cost aware and efficient!

In contrast to time tracking with Excel, or by hand, all data remains immediately accessible for creating reports and timesheets. Personnel time tracking from TimeTac understands your everyday needs, saving you valuable time and money.

Automatic Time Tracking:
You don’t have to abandon trust with employees to achieve the aims of time tracking software: with TimeTac, you can ensure that contractually agreed working hours are sufficed, without encroaching on the freedom of your employees.

You receive an automatically generated list daily of employee working hours, with the control of intervening if irregularities should occur. Automatic time tracking can integrate country specific regulations, if required, for breaks after a certain length of working hours accomplished.

Functions:
› Live time tracking
› Post-dated time tracking in calendar or Excel style
› Fully automatic time tracking for trust based working
› Automatic deduction of breaks
› Recording of absences
› Comprehensive timesheets
› Integratable work balance
› Extensive reporting

Recording of Absences:
With just a click, your employees can easily record their attendance hours and more, such as overtime. The working hours will prove to be a worthwhile asset for personnel management, salary calculation and book keeping.

The extensive benefits of personnel time tracking with TimeTac are integratable: Leave Management with workflow for requests and automatic entitlement calculation, or the automatic public holiday calendar, preloaded with various countries for your convenience.
Live Time Tracking via PC, Mac, Smartphone or Terminal

TimeTac allows your employees to record working times directly and exactly. The easy to use interface and the intuitive operation mean less overhead costs due to TimeTac’s ability to integrate with existing processes.

Stay up to date with TimeTac: data is always accessible and up-to-date – the perfect overview!

Post-Dated Time Tracking with the Calendar or in Excel Style

TimeTac offers you the possibilities of recording hours at a later date and the correction of working times. The integrated calendar display caters for optimal overview and control. Working times can be changed directly by drag and drop, or even new timestamps can be inserted.

As well as the pleasant calendar style, working hours can also be recorded at a later date in an Excel style display – never before has time tracking been so quick and easy!

Individual Working Time Models and Extensive Timesheets

In accordance with operational and legal requirements, TimeTac allows you to create customized work schedules. The timesheets will then display the exact relevant data for payroll accounting and human resources.

The integration of TimeTac allows for the easy and efficient calculation of salaries and caters for optimal processes and procedures.